
This video will look at the process of registering a domain name with the domain 
registrar GoDaddy.com. The video not only looks at how to register a domain name, 
but it also looks at the DNS components on the internet that make the whole process 
work.
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Registering example.com
Information about top level domains are kept on trusted DNS servers on the internet. 
Top level domains are domains like .com, .edu and .au. With the expanding internet, 
certain trusted domain name registering companies have the ability to make changes 
to the DNS server holding these top level domains. When a domain name is 
registered, the DNS registrar has the ability to make changes to these top level 
domain servers on your behalf. If you have registered the domain name 
example.com, the DNS records for this domain name will need to be stored 
somewhere. Typically the DNS zone records will be stored on DNS servers that are 
owned by the DNS registrar. In the zone file the user can add DNS records like the 
location of their web server or e-mail server. In a lot of cases, the domain registrar 
will be able to provide these services. When this occurs, the DNS registrar will 
automatically update the DNS records on their DNS server so they point to their 
services. In some cases, the user may have their own DNS servers and want to host 
the DNS zone files on these servers. If this is the case, the DNS zone can be created or 
moved on a different DNS server. Remember that there must always be at least 2 DNS 
servers hosting the DNS zone at any one time. In order to do this, the registrar will 
make changes to the top level DNS server hosting the .com zone to indicate a 
different DNS server is holding the zone. These changes can take 24 to 48 hours to 
complete.
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Demonstration registering a domain name
To register a domain name, open the web site godaddy.com. Enter in the domain 
name that you want to register and GoDaddy will perform a check to make sure that 
domain name is available to be registered.
If the domain name that you wish to register has already been registered, GoDaddy
will show some alternative domain names that are available. In some cases, some 
domain names will be listed for auction. These have already been registered, 
however you can buy them from the owner.
When you find a domain name that you want to register, you next need to add it your 
cart. When this happens, you will also get some additional options, listed below.
Domain only: This will register only the domain name and is the cheapest option.
Privacy Protection: This will prevent someone from reading who the domain name is 
registered to. If they attempt to read who the domain name is registered to they will 
be given the details of the registrar instead.  The person will need to go through the 
registrar in order to contact the person who registered the domain name.
Privacy and Business Protection: This gives the domain name additional protection. 
For example, when the domain name expires that domain will not be available to be 
registered for another year. This also gives you the privacy option given with the 
option Privacy Protection.
Once you have the domain or domain names that you want to register you can select 
the check out option. In the case of GoDaddy, it will then give you the option to add 
additional packages. For example, you can add additional web hosting or e-mail. The 
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advantage of using their web hosting or e-mail is that DNS will automatically be 
updated to point to these services. If you use services like these on different severs, 
you will need to manually modify the DNS records on the DNS servers to point to the 
servers that are holding these services.
The next screen you can configured how long you want to register the domain name 
for. There is also an option for a promo code. If you have one of these codes you can 
enter it in here and get the domain name for less money. Once you are happy with 
your choices, select the option to proceed to check out.
The next screen you will need to login with your GoDaddy username and password. If 
you are not already registered, you will need to register with GoDaddy before you will 
be able to register the domain name. If you register as a new user, you will need to 
enter in a pin. It is important to remember what this pin is as GoDaddy support will 
ask for this pin.

GoDaddy Admin Tools
To access the GoDaddy admin tools, select the login button at the top of the web 
page and enter in your username and password.
Once logged in, select the pulldown on the far left and select the option visit my 
account.
The admin section will allow you to manage the DNS name and also any other 
GoDaddy tools that you are using. For example, if you are hosting your E-Mail on 
GoDaddy it can be configured here.
To administer a domain name, select it from under domains and then select the 
option “launch” to launch the admin tools.
In the domain settings, you will be able to see the Nameservers that are listed for the 
domain. In this case, the NameServers or DNS servers are 
NS65.DOMAINCONTROL.COM and NS66.DOMAINCONTROL.COM. These are GoDaddy
DNS servers so effectively GoDaddy is holding the zone file for TechFreeTraining.com. 
This information is stored in the top level domain name. If you wanted to use your 
own DNS servers you could change this information here and GoDaddy would change 
this information in the top level domain for you. GoDaddy will always be the place 
that you need to change this information unless you transfer ownership of the 
domain name to another Doman registrar.
If you decide that you want to transfer the management of your domain name to 
another domain registrar, select the option lock. This will unlock the domain name 
and allow it to be transferred to another domain registrar. In order to do this, you also 
need to select the option authorization code. This will create a code that the other 
party will need to enter in, in order to transfer the domain name over to them.
If you select the tab DNS Zone File you can see the A records that are in the DNS zone 
file. GoDaddy will automatically create DNS records that point to its services that 
provide these services. If you want to use different servers that host these services 
you will need to change these records.
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See http://YouTube.com/ITFreeTraining or http://itfreetraining.com for our always 
free training videos. This is only one video from the many free courses available on 
YouTube.
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